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Background
• “Utility” sized modules up to 2384 mm x 1303 mm
• >40% larger than previous standard sized module
• 5B’s MAVERICK (MAV) pre-fabricated solar array
- Maverick Rapid Install Video
- Non-standard mounting configuration
- No dynamic effects, resonant frequency >1Hz
- Aerodynamic but different stresses
• IEC 61215 – fail if >5% power loss
• Primary concern is microcracks

Figure: 5B’s corner hinge mounted prefabricated
array.
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Characterisation of utility sized modules
• PL/EL using BTimaging LIS-M1
• IV using Eternal Sun/Spire IV flash tester
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Test setup validation: Corner point support, standard size module
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Typical old 1675 x 997 mm module
Glass-polymer backsheet, 38 mm frame
4 car jacks to support the corners
320kg sand (~2000 Pa)
Deflection ~9 cm
Plastic deformation
No microcracks formation or propagation

PL images before and after loading

Figure: Top: corner mounted, loaded with 320 kg of
4
sand; Bottom: plastically deformed (bent).

Test setup 1: Utility module, 5B mounting v1, expected wind pressures
• 2256 x 1133 mm utility sized module
• bifacial glass-glass, half-cell, 35 mm frame
• Wind Region A loads, based on
- AS/NZS1170
- 5B wind tunnel testing (uplift is peak)
- Safety margin
• 210 kg loaded on rear side (1053 Pa)
- ~48 mm deflection
• 129 kg loaded on front side (494 Pa)
- ~40 mm deflection
• No break in electrical continuity
• No plastic deformation
Figure: 5B corner hinge mounts with
load; Top: Uplift = rear 202 kg (777 Pa)
(b) front = 129 kg (494 Pa) 5

Characterisation Analysis
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Figure: Top left: EL image as received; Bottom left: EL image after rear side loading; Top
Right: EL image after front side loading; Bottom Right: IV curves of one half at each stage
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Test Jig

Figure: Left: Solid steel test jig designed to enable 5B and standard
module mounting configurations; Right: Fixed and sliding mount ends
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Testing utility sized modules to failure
• 2279 x 1134 mm utility sized module
• glass-backsheet, half-cell,
35mm frame (540W)

• ~335 kg sand (1270 Pa)
(well above expected peak
downward load for Wind Region B
in AS/NZS 1170)
- ~148 mm deflection
• Fail!
- Frame, and then glass laminate.

Figure: Utility sized module under 335 kg (1270 Pa) load,
Top: before; Bottom: after failure.
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Finite Element Modelling (FEM)

Table 1. Material properties used in FEM

Young’s
Yield
Density modulus Poisson strength
Material (kg/m3)
(GPa)
ratio
(MPa)
Glass
2500
73
0.23
EVA
960
0.025
0.4
Si
2329 Anisotropic
Frame
2700
70
0.334
215
Sealant
67
0.0074
0.3
-

Figure: FEM with increasing load pressure; Top: maximum
deflection; Bottom: maximum von-Mises stress in Al frame9

Similated stresses in the frame and cells

Figure: Simulated 2256 x 1133 mm glass-glass module quarter with 35 mm frame loaded
with 750 Pa uplift (a) von-Mises stress in Al frame and (b) tensile stress in Si solar cells.
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What’s next?

Figure: Left: Touch probe sensor on x-y track for
deflection measurement system; Right: Detailed FEM
for module glass and frame under development
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Summary/Conclusions
• Initial tests and FEM for utility sized modules on 5B’s mounting system.
• A specialised test jig and deflection measurement system have been built.
• Stress on the cells is minimal even as the frames ‘fail’.
• Expected wind loads on 5B mounted utility modules cause no plastic deformation or
impact on electrical performance, including no formation of microcracks.
• Simulated module deflection by FEM was smaller than test measurements, which
requires further experiments to clarify.
• Ongoing project - more detailed and discrete module deflection to fine-tune the FEM
models and aid predictions.
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